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How To Promote Your Music On YouTube & Twitter On Complete
Autopilot
Paschalis I. MusicProductionTips.net

Welcome to our post: How to promote your music on youtube & twitter on Complete Autopilot.

Method
In this method, we’re going to talk about driving traffic / views to your YouTube channel and twitter
account automatically, without lifting your finger. Once it’s setup, you then forget about it and it works by
itself on complete autopilot.
Have you been one of those guys who upload a video or track then end up doing nothing other than logging
in and hoping to get views or get viral out of nowhere? I’ve been there, and I can feel how it’s like to know
you’ve uploaded some really great content only to be the only one enjoying it. It sucks.
So this method is really simple. This is the same method I’ve been following for some weeks now and as you
can see on your left of your screen on the live version it’s truly working – bottom right if you’re reading on a
smartphone – judging by the number of shares and the zero effort of mine, other than just setting this up in
literally 5 minutes.
What we need to do is to 1. Find engaging people (don’t worry you won’t have to do anything manually)
2. Who are Interested in your genre 3. And make them follow you – it’s not as hard as it sounds andyou’ll
make no effort whatsoever. There’s nothing better than finding people who literally love ___ insert your
genre here ___ and keep them as your followers forever.

I know that it might sound too good to be true to your ears, but if you give me onlyone chance to show you
So, how do we gain followers on complete
that this is the real deal, then I am sure you’ll thank me later
autopilot?

Its really simple. You need to find people who:
1. Love being engaged in social media.
2. Are 100% sure interested in your craft.
3. And also make sure to not lift a finger, so that you’ll be able to invest your time in producing music –
or drinking beers who am I to judge– rather than spending your valuable time in self promotion.



This is the perfect dream, isn’t it?
But it ain’t got to be a dream anymore, since I’ll show you step by step how to do it, right now.

Step 1. Get Your YouTube Profile Link
This is the easiest thing to do. Just click onMy Channel.

Grab your profile link from the URL area, it should be similar to
mine: www.youtube.com/channel/UCYAx3aHx3i6oFSLZkMKduxQ
It might even have a better looking name in its last part, but worry not since it’s working perfectly either
way.

Step 2. Add Your Subscription Pop Up
At the end of your link add this:?sub_confirmation=1
For example, my youtube profile link should now look like
this: www.youtube.com/channel/UCYAx3aHx3i6oFSLZkMKduxQ?sub_confirmation=1
This adds a really nice popup when someone visits your YouTube profile page which increases the
subscription ratio by a mile. If someone is already subscribed to your channel it’s not gonna show up which
is awesome.
Here’s an example of how it looks like:

Step 3. Tweet The Link And Pin It
Tweet the link that we just created on step 2 above and pin it.

Say whatever you wish, but make sure to use the link we just created above, sinceit makes a huge
difference as we said above.
Here’s an example of what to say: Follow me on my official youtube channel here! (insert the link we’ve just
created). Also add an image to your tweet for some eye candy.
Then pin your tweet to the top.

Step 4. Understanding The Strategy

Now we’re ready to promote ourselves. But before we do that, let’s see the strategy that we’ll follow. As
we’ve said, we need to find people who are proven to be active on social media and interested in our genre.
For this example, I’ll pretend to be a rapper who wants to promote his music, but this works for all the
genres and everything that you can imagine. It even works for non-music projects, so allow your mind to
pop some ideas.
How can we find both active and targeted audience, you may ask?
We can only do this by implementing these 2 simple techniques below.
Engage with the followers of your competitors.
What’s a competitor? A competitor is someone who’s got a group of followers in a specific “category”
similar to yours. Since, for this example, I am a rapper, I’d like to find people who are interested in rap
music, of course. By engaging with the fans of my rap competitors I am 100% sure that I won’t waste my
time with people who are not interested in my music.
In short: If someone is following a rapper, then he loves rap. Simple.
Engage with the active followers of your competitors.
Not only this is the best way on how to promote your music on youtube and twitter at the same time,
finding ultra-targeted audience, but I’ll also show you how you can make sure that this audience is active on
twitter too. Just because someone likes rap, does not mean he’s engaged on Social Media. You don’t want
to engage with inactive twitter or youtube accounts which users abandoned.
You want 1. Ultra Targeted People and at the same time 2. Active people. We can do this by not only
engaging with the followers of your competitors, but also engage with the re-tweeters of your competitors
(people who re-tweet the posts of your competitors). This is a huge footprint that not only they love rap, but
they also love being active on rap related social media. Bingo.

Engage with people based on your hashtag.
This is really powerful since you can engage with people found in a hashtag such as #rap #dnb #rock
#eminem (etc.). Can you imagine the possibilities and the power behind this technique?
Enough with the theory, it’s time to set it up and see how these ideas work in real time.

Step 5. Implementing The Strategy With Step-By-Step
Images
As I’ve mentioned, you won’t need to spend any time of your life to do any promotion, except these 5
minutes for this setup.
Now, let’s set up the system which will take care of your promotion on autopilot.
I highly recommend you to follow the steps with me now, let’s begin.

a) Click the image below

b) Connect your account

c) Set Up Your Competitors

Here add a couple of competitors. Let’s say that my music is influenced by Linkin Park, so I want people
who like Linkin Park.
Feel free to add your own influences / competitors. Allow me to show you how I add Linkin Park, for this
example, so that you can go ahead and do the same for your own genre.

d) Click the Discover button

Click to enlarge
As you can see, there are many accounts with the words “Linkin Park” in them. Obviously, we want to
target the followers of the official twitter of Linkin Park, which is the first one with the 5.231.964
followers.
The other twitter accounts must be fan pages.Do not underestimate the fan pages. If someone followed a
fan page of their favorite artist, this is a huge indication that they might be even more active on Twitter
and crazier about the same genre of music as you’ve got to offer.
So, for this example, I would add the official Linkin Park account, LPLive with 44.146 followers and maybe
LPFltwit with 18.196 followers by hitting the blue icon.
You can do the same for more artists.
I usually add 2-3 competitors (their official accounts) along with a couple of their fan pages. I follow a total
of 4 to 8 twitter accounts MAX to speak the truth, since we should prefer quality over quantity here. The
more targeted the followers, the better.

e) Click the Tweet Activity button

This is powerful. You can engage with people that have searched and taken action in a specific #hashtag.

For my example, I could easily target people who follow the tag#linkinpark #rock #poprock and anything
that matches your purpose.
When done, click Save.

f) Increase Limits

Did you notice that it also saysUnfollows? This is awesome since the system willremove people that won’t
follow you back without you doing anything.
With 10 follows per day you’ll connect with 10×30 = 300 people per month.
I highly recommend you to increase the limits at200 follows per day as I’ve done, since 200 x 30 = 6.000
targeted people per month are going to make you popular really faster than just 300 people per month.

Step 6. Sit Back & Relax
Congratulations, you’ve finished setting up everything. It wasthat easy.
You can now enjoy your life while leaving your music promotion taking care of itself on complete autopilot.
Let’s recap.

Here’s our brand new strategy:

Final Words
This is it! Nothing else to do here, just leave the system do the hard work while you enjoy your life.
If you want faster results I highly recommend you to increase your sending limits. It’s definitely better
to engage with 6.000 people per month than with just 300 people per month.

Feel free to share this guide with your friends or even download a completely Free PDF version for you to
read on all your mobile devices.
I’ve granted you the rights to share the PDF version too, without having to buy the guide or even pay
me for any license for copyrights. Sharing is caring.
I hope you enjoyed this. If you’d like to show some appreciation for my work, you may follow me
on Patreon.
Thank you very much for reading!

